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Improving Visibility with Integrated
Supply Chain Management
May 28, 2009 | 11 a.m. ET
Panelists:
- Simon Ellis, Practice Director, Supply Chain
Strategies, Manufacturing Insights, an IDC
Company
- Ron Gilson, CIO, Johnsonville Sausage
Register Now
During this Web seminar, hear how Johnsonville
Sausage improved visibility and responsiveness via
an integrated supply chain planning and execution
platform. Learn how leveraging collaborative demand
and supply planning processes gave Johnsonville
visibility into raw materials requirements, contract
manufacturing resources, and customer inventories.

Trade Promotion Effectiveness: Retailer
Perspectives and Manufacturer
Implications
Thursday, May 21, 2009 | 2 p.m. ET
Panelists:
- John Carlson, Managing Director, Cannondale
Associates
- Armen Najarian, Senior Director, Consumer
Products Industry Marketing, DemandTec
Register Now
Cannondale Associates recently interviewed several
retail grocery executives on the timely and important
subject of trade promotion effectiveness. The
discussions focused on how retailers incorporate
trade analytics into their own planning processes,
which CP manufacturers exhibit trade planning best
practices, and where opportunity areas reside for
both parties. annondale will provide an overview of
their findings and will be joined by DemandTec for a
perspective on what these insights mean for CP
manufacturers.

MORE WEB EVENTS...

Strategies for Accelerating
Time to Market for
Consumer Product Goods
Companies
5/13/2009
Compressing the amount of time
between when a marketing
campaign is defined and when the
product reaches store shelves is a
key strategic objective. The
business benefits are clear:
accelerating the time to market in a
repeatable and reliable way allows
companies to recognize revenues
faster, increase market share and
enhance brand image. Download
Now
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Migrating to Clean Data
Karen D. Schwartz, Contributing Editor
Kimberly-Clark
The faster new product is stocked on retailers� shelves, the faster it generates
and Herr
Foods Synch revenue. Until recently, this simple process took days, and sometimes weeks, for
personal care manufacturer Kimberly-Clark of Irving, Texas, due to the lack of
Up Product
communication with its retail partners. Thanks to data synchronization and
Info
UCCnet procedures, new products now integrate into retailers� ordering,
receiving and automatic replenishment systems overnight, providing an
invaluable speed to market advantage, according to Larry Roth, senior consultant of logistics at
Kimberly-Clark Corp.
The much-needed boost in speed and accuracy is largely attributed to a data synchronization
system the company installed earlier this year from Sterling Commerce, Inc. of Dublin, Ohio.
The product, called Gentran Integration Suite, processes and communicates outbound and
inbound product information with Transora, a data synchronization service provider based in
Chicago, Illinois. Transora registers information with the UCCnet Global Registry and forwards it
to Kimberly-Clark�s UCCnet-compliant retail partners.
Roth credits UCCnet as much as the data synchronization software itself for the company�s
improved accuracy and speed-to-market.
�When we release a new product for shipment, [our partners] often don�t have it fully
integrated into their systems yet,� Roth explains. �We never had a way of knowing whether
they had actually plugged the item into their system or not.�
Kimberly-Clark products are now moved to retail store shelves much more quickly. Data
synchronization, in combination with UCCnet, provides a speed to market that cannot be
obtained in any other way, says Roth.
The First Step
Industry experts consider data synchronization a first important step�and the harbinger of
success�for other initiatives such as RFID, collaborative planning, forecasting and
replenishment (CPFR) and vendor-managed inventory (VMI).
�We�ve had CPFR and VMI in place before, but it�s a struggle with each one of those because
our system and their system weren�t synchronized in each case,� says Roth. �None of those
tools do a very good job in making the data accurate because customers are accepting
automated updates and spending time and money synchronizing their own systems when they
get that data. It�s important that all of those initiatives depend on accurate product
information � the fact that a new code will be available to ship on a particular date or this code
is replacing that code. And timing of that is important. That�s dependent on getting basic
information right.�
The Cost of Doing Business
According to a recent study from AMR Research, Inc. data synchronization is the only way for
consumer goods companies and their partners to achieve the goal of a consumer-connected
supply network. Data synchronization is the foundation of a two-way flow of product, promotion
and sales data and the enabler for true collaboration and emerging technologies like RFID.
The study, entitled �Data Synchronization Has Simply Become a Cost of Doing Business,� also
points out that companies that fail to develop a platform to support data synchronization will
squander a collective $2.1 billion on B2B initiatives.
A 2002 study conducted by A.T. Kearney Inc. for the Trading Partner Alliance backs up these
claims. Among its findings were the following:
30 percent of item data in catalogs used by retailers and manufacturers for replenishment of
stock is in error. Each of those errors costs $60 to $80 to address.
Companies invest an average of 25 minutes per SKU per year manually cleansing out-of-synch
item information.
60 percent of all invoices generated have errors. Each invoice error costs $40 to $400 to
reconcile.
Snack Success
For Herr Foods Inc., a Nottingham, Pennsylvania-based snack foods manufacturer, the reason
for adopting data synchronization has nothing to do with an internal desire to increase accuracy.
In fact, a major retailer insisted the company adopt a data synch system in order to improve
communication and accuracy.
�It was more than a request,� says Jim Abshire, manager of operations and system
development at Herr. �They gave us implementation dates and expected us to meet them.�
Herr�s challenge involved finding a method for manufacturer and retail systems to agree on

price. After considering its options, the company chose to implement syncLink software from
viaLink Co. of Dallas, Texas.
Here�s how it works: Herr Foods employees enter a new negotiated price for an item into the
company�s internal system. Overnight, the change is added to a batch sent from viaLink. The
retailer performs the same process. If the prices match, the issue is resolved. If there is a
discrepancy, both companies are notified of the difference.
�There was no more haggling about what their system might say for price, versus what our
invoices said,� says Abshire.
The Final Experiment
Herr is now experimenting with UCCnet, which helps cleanse data and eliminate duplicate UPC
codes. With the help of viaLink, the company currently is in the process of registering its data
with the global registry and feeding the data to retailers that desire to receive it through
UCCnet. Herr does not plan to force UCCnet upon its retailers, but as the industry moves closer
to wide-spread adoption of UCCnet, Abshire expects more of Herr Foods� partners to request
the company use it, which Abshire says the company is more than prepared to do.
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